Statistical-based software for the
prediction of mutagenicity.
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Developed with input from the FDA, Sarah uses a unique,
machine-learning methodology to predict the bacterial
mutagenicity of a query compound.

Features and benefits
Including features such as ICH M7 prediction functionality,
strain information and transparency, Sarah is designed to
meet the ICH M7 guideline requirements.
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Sarah model builder
Enabling enhanced predictivity and accuracy, users can
create modified or entirely new models for predicting
mutagenicity.
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Our products
Lhasa develops software for toxicity, metabolic fate,
purge factor calculation and chemical degradation.
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Why choose Lhasa?
Lhasa has been creating scientifically robust expert software
to improve efficiency and aid regulatory submission for over
35 years.

Introduction
to Sarah Nexus
Sarah Nexus is a statistical-based methodology for the
prediction of mutagenicity.
Drawing on over 35 years of experience, Lhasa scientists
developed Sarah with input from the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) under a Research Collaboration
Agreement. Sarah uses a unique machine-learning
methodology to build a statistical model for Ames
mutagenicity. This facilitates the identification of potentially
mutagenic impurities in line with the ICH M7 guideline.
The learning algorithm uses an innovative, self-organising
hypothesis network (SOHN) (Hanser et al. 2014). This system
for the fragmentation of query structures enables greater
transparency and aids interpretability of predictions in order to
assist the expert review required by the ICH M7 guideline.

Sarah and Derek Nexus (the preferred expert rulebased system for the prediction of toxicity (Dobo et al.
2012, Sutter et al. 2013)), in combination, provide you
with the means to meet the computational, toxicological
assessment requirements of the ICH M7 guideline from
one intuitive interface. Assessing your potentially mutagenic
impurities quickly and easily and submitting those results
to regulators, reduces the need for time consuming and
expensive in vitro tests. Both Derek and Sarah have been
designed independently to meet the requirements of ICH
M7, and both systems can be run from within the same
Nexus interface to help simplify your workflow.

Features and benefits
Expert ICH M7
Support

Auto
Classification

Sarah predictions are accepted by regulators under the ICH
M7 Guideline. The M7 prediction functionality allows for
simultaneous compound processing in Sarah and Derek
against the mutagenicity in vitro endpoint, fulfilling both the
expert rule-based and statistical-based predictions required
under ICH M7.

A user editable ICH M7 classification is derived from the
predictions provided by Derek and Sarah and any relevant
experimental information (from the Carcinogenicity Potency
Database and Lhasa certified Ames data).

Extensive Coverage of
Chemical Space
“Out of Domain” predictions are of little value when
conducting expert review and add additional complexity to
this process. Sarah’s large, high-quality training set ensures
maximum coverage of chemical space thus minimising
problematic “Out of Domains”.

Transparent
Predictions
Predictions are clearly represented and supported by
a measure of confidence, the fragments on which the
predictions are based, and relevant examples from the
Sarah training set ordered by structural similarity to the query
compound. This high level of transparency facilitates the
expert review process.

Rapid Mutagenicity
Assessment
Sarah can swiftly provide single or batch predictions for the
mutagenicity of query compounds.

Features and benefits
One Interface,
Multiple Predictions
Using Sarah within the Nexus platform can give you direct
access to other Lhasa in silico tools, including Meteor Nexus,
Derek Nexus and Vitic, improving workflow efficiency.

Confident
Predictions
The Sarah model is built upon a large, high-quality dataset
that has been curated by Lhasa experts. Structures have
been standardised and conflicting data points have been
solidly assessed meaning you can be confident that the
predictions are based on scientifically robust data.

User
Control
Sarah has default prediction settings that have been designed
to ensure the best balance between sensitivity and specificity
for use under the ICH M7 guideline. However, it is recognised
that users may want to change this approach for their
particular need and Sarah’s intuitive prediction setup options
allow you to tailor the prediction accordingly.

Wealth of Supporting
Information
In order to aid expert review, Sarah incorporates additional
data such as strain information, similar compounds which
were not included in the model, and references.
This additional information is available for single predictions,
batch predictions, and batch validations.

Accurate Predictions
for Proprietary
Compounds
Sarah has been extensively evaluated using pharmaceutical
proprietary data sets and delivers high performance
(Barber et al. 2015).

Sarah model builder
The model builder feature means users can duplicate
the Lhasa model and supplement it with their own data,
or build an entirely new model. These custom models
can then be exported and shared with other people.
Add New
Data

Conflict /
Duplicate

Model
Settings

Import your
own data

The structures
are standardised
and conflicting or
duplicated
data removed

Define the
Sensitivity
and Equivocal
settings

• Enhanced Predictivity
Sarah’s intuitive model builder enables you to rapidly
expand the model to deliver predictions tailored to your
proprietary chemical space.
• Maximise Model Accuracy
Custom models can be tested and subsequently finetuned using the in-built external validation functionality.
• Reduced False Strengths
New data added to a model, or used to create a brand
new model is processed and all structures standardised.
Conflicting or duplicated data, which may affect signal
strengths, is then removed.

Results and
Cross–Validation

External
Validation

• Reduced Bias in Small Datasets
Integrating the Lhasa developed Sarah model by adding
your own data to create a new model reduces the bias
arising in smaller datasets.

View a summary
of the model
and the
cross-validation
results

Test your model
against an
external dataset

Our Products
What software do we produce?

Through regular scientific and software updates, Lhasa continues to deliver
accurate, transparent knowledge to its solutions, to make them more
comprehensive, as well as easier and faster to use.
Lhasa offers some of its products on the Lhasa Cloud. This means new
features can be delivered even faster, giving members immediate access to
cutting-edge science. Find out more about our products at:
https://www.lhasalimited.org/products

An expert rule-based system
for the prediction of toxicology.

A chemical database and
information management system.

A statistical-based system for
the prediction of mutagenicity.

An expert rule-based system for
the prediction of metabolic fate.

A project-centric database for
storage of toxicity knowledge.

A secondary pharmacology model suite
leveraging value from federated learning.

A tool for assessing the relative
purging of mutagenic impurities.

A tool to support risk assessment in the
context of adverse outcome pathways.

An expert rule-based system for the
prediction of degradation pathways.
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Software is easy to use and well supported.

All science is developed in-house, providing
the opportunity to discuss directly with
Lhasa expert scientists.

Transparency of Lhasa systems allows trust
and confidence in the science presented.

Lhasa collaborates with the wider scientific
community to advance the understanding
and performance of in silico technology.

Over 35 years of experience in developing
state-of-the-art in silico prediction and
database systems.

Feedback from members is encouraged
and listened to, and drives the future
development of Lhasa products.
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